This paper is a sequel to an earlier paper under the same title. 
1.

Introduction This paper is a sequel to a recent paper on nonlinear dynamics of the Josephson junction circuit equation [1] C$ + Gi + sin(k(j>) = i$(t) (1) This equation is based on a widely used Josephson junction circuit model consisting of a linear capacitor C, a linear conductance G and a nonlinear inductor described by i =sin(k<j>). Although this model is widely used in
1(<M) = a(v)sin(k<j>) + (ax(v) -a2(v)cos(k4>) )v (2) Moreover, the third term in (1) (which models the supercurrent) is a periodic
rather than sinusoidal function of <{> [2, 3] . 
Cv = is(t) -i(<J>,v) (3)
Our objective in this paper is to study the nonlinear dynamics of (3) .
In particular, we will show that under rather general assumptions on the form of i(<|>,v) and forcing function is(t) = I + ep(u)t)
These terms describe the normal (and quasi particle) currents and supercurrent. 2 
The authors would like to thank Prof. T. Van Duzer for informative discussion
concerning the problem. - 
2-equation (3) has the same qualitative properties as its simplified version (1).
This study therefore provides a rigorous theoretical justification for using the simplified model even though it was originally chosen mainly for mathematical expediency and tractability. Theorem 4 [5, 7] 12 Recall that the rotation number is the same for all solutions of (12) . Fig. 3 .
and y -lim-£-*-= fi. Hence,, in the autonomous case, y is either zero, or t-*» increases with I, and is newer (as a function of I) constant as shown in
B. Synchronization Zones
The natural question to ask is for what rational values will y be a locally constant function of I. The answer can be given in terms of the so called Poincare* mapping [1, 9] . Unfortunately, this mapping cannot, in general, be expressed in analytic form.
In this section we shall give some insight into the domains of stability of y. Our approach will be based on "the method of averaging" [6, 7] and our criteria will be expressed in terms of the right hand side of (12) . Consider 13 
the case when surfaces S and Sq lie above the v=0 plane in the (t,<J>,v)-space •
We show in Appendix A that equations (9) and (11) can be reduced to the form:
Here flj is defined as in equation (7), and 9 is related to the original variable $ as depicted in Fig. 7 . We shall neglect the dependence of g on I.
Let us fix two relatively prime integers M and N and ask for solutions of (14) which are synchronized to the frequency^o>. These solutions must have the form (14) . For more details, see Appendix A. 
8(t) =TjO)t+a(t).with a(t)^-periodic. Hence, the rotation number of 6(t) M is equal to ttoj. Correspondingly, the rotation number of <J)(t) = J>(9(t)) is also
a a
Both a and b depend on M and N (for which (15) was obtained) and their difference tends to zero if either M or N tends to infinity (Appendix A). The property that the difference b-a is "small" for large values if M or N is crucial in the following
discussion.
The constant solution of (15) obtain the well-known [20] relation shown in Fig. 13 ( Fig. 15(c) . The "invariant surface" in Fig. 15(b) is not structurally stable in the sense that a small change in the value of the parameter I from IQ changes the topological behavior in a drastic way; namely from Fig. 15(a) to Fig. 15(c Fig. 19 .
flj+ea) <a) <-^(fij +eb
Since the right-hand side of (17) These results are consistent with computer data reported in [15, 17] .
Fig. 16 shows the intersection of surface S with a constant time plane at t = k(-)
There are more bifurcation possibilities than those shown in Fig. 16 . However,w the portraits shown, are the only ones which are structurally stable, i.e., those which persist under small perturbation. 20 
Each point of intersection belongs to both invariant surfaces and so does the trajectory originating from it. Now this trajectory tends to $ as t-*--<» and to $+2tt as t-^+~. The sequence of points (v(K^), <|>(K^J-)K K=0,±1,±2.. .lies on both surfaces and therefore constitutes infinitely many points of intersections. 21
i.e., corresponding to the "saddle connection" of the autonomous system as shown in Fig. 15(b) .
-11-
Note that as shown in Sections 2, 3 and in [1] if one chooses I larger than the critical value IQ first, and then chooses e "small enough" then the existence of the invariant surface S is guaranteed and no chaos occurs. Note also that for small C, as guaranteed by Theorem 4, no chaos occurs.
The chaotic behavior was observed also by Huberman et al [16] for 1 = 0 and e "large" as shown in Fig. 21 [4] .
Moreover, h(a)t,<|>,e) is differentiable in e, and since h(u)t,<|>,0) = 0
it can be represented as [7, 8] h
((ot,<j>,e) = eh^cot^e) (A2) Consider now (11) (i.e., equation on the Sc-surface) I ='v(4>,t)+g((J),t,C) (A3) where v(<J>,t) is obtained from: I+ ep(ort) = i(<|>,v(<j>,t)) .
Since i's(t) is of the form I+ep(wt) the functions v and g can be represented , respectively, as follow: v(4>,t) = Vjfo) + ev2(4),t,e) (A4) g(<J>st,c) = gx((j),c)+ g2(<j>,t,e,c) Thus, (A3) can be reduced to the form (Al) with ij;(<j>) =" vAfy) +g1(4>,C) where g1(0,C) is "small" for small C. Now if there exists <j>0 such that v^J = 0 ihe case for v follows from the hypotheses of theorem 4 and the implicit function theorem. In the case of g the property follows from the construction of the
Surface Sq.
-Al-
dv1(<J)0) " and -T7 f (r then the rotation number of (11) is zero (provided C and e are small enough). Since we are interested in nonzero rotation numbers we shall assume that v,^) > 0; i.e., equation (11) is reducible (for small e and C) to (Al) with the condition iM<j>)^d > 0 for all <j>. Let us introduce now the new variable:
A ""x_"? dx
Observe Fig. 7 .
that -^r = ftM<j>) > 0. Thus e((j>) is monotonically increasing (and, as such, invertible) and 9(<f>+2Tr) = 9(<j>)+2tt for all <J>. Clearly, e(*) = <i>+n(<J>) (A6) where n(<J>) is 2ir-periodic. The same relationship holds for the inverse function <J>(6) = 6+^(9) (A7) where c(9) is 2ir-periodic. The 9 vs. <J > relationship is depicted in
Observe also that:
Hence, (Al) can be reduced to the form
= Q + eg(u>t,0,e) (A8) where g(u)t,9,e) -e^h1(d)t,9(^),e)/i|)(9) = fth(u)t,<j>(9),e)/tK9).
It is an immediate consequence of (A7) that the rotation number of (A8) is the same as that of (Al). Indeed, let the rotation number of (A8) be y, then 9(t) = yt + y(t) with y(t) bounded. Now t <J>(t) ,. d)(0(t)) 9(t)
,. d> (9) lim :i^-L = lim VA/1\ [6, 7, 8] 
: Assume (A12) has a constant solution ou such that 7f-g(a0) < -6, for some positive constant 6 (independent of e). Then for 4 "sufficiently small" (All) has a stable -~-periodic solution a(t) which is close to a^.
Clearly, the necessary condition for the existence of a constant solution for (A12) is inf g(a) A a < A < b = sup g(a) (A13) a a
Moreover:
sup g(a) -inf g(a) < B., N = 2 I |g£M J Observe that BM ., -»• 0 as M -*• «• or as N -»•°°. Indeed, if g(a) is r times con tinuously differentiable, then nrmrg" m-»» 0 as n -> «» or as m -*-«. 3n,m
It follows that for M or N "large enough" the entire sum B« N will be small. 
Let us denote the time for which the Poincare section was taken by tQ. Let q0(t>to) =^o^'V denote tne solution on r0x(-~,+oo), and let q"(t,tQ) denote the solutions on w(x1)x(-»,+00} and WS(x2)x(-»,+«>), respectively
Lemma B2 [12, 13] 
q^(t,t0) =q0(t-tQ) +eq^(t,t0) +O(e^), t 6 [tQ,+«,) qU(t,tQ) =q0(t-tQ) +eq"(t,t0) +0(e2), t €(-oo,t0] (B3)
where qS'u(t,tQ) are bounded. d
The functions q ' (t,tQ) are uniquely defined by orthogonal projection 
d(tQ) =e |f[q (Q^| L +O(e^) where q^'s =qi'S(tQ,t0).
Introduce
AU(t,tQ) := f[q0(t-tQ)] aq^(t,tQ) AS(t,tQ) := f[q0(t-tQ)] aq^(t,tQ) and A(t,tQ) := Au(t,tQ) -As(t,tQ)
Using this notation, we have 
A(t0,tQ) =/ f[q0(t-tQ)] ag[t,q0(t-tQ)] •exp {-/ div f[qQ(T)]dT}dt
-oo 0 In particular, if div f[qQ(T)] = 0 then +<» (B7) A(tQ,t0) =J f[q0(x)] a g[T +t0,q0(x)]dr -00
Proof: Consider Au(t,tQ) as defined in (B5) cff A"(t'V =i *L%lt-to)l aq^(t,t0) =f[q0(t-tQ)] q0(t-tQ) a qj(t,t0) +f(q0(t-tQ)] a q^(t,tQ)
Let us recall that
q0=f(q0), andq^-f(q^) +eg(t,q^).
Since: q^=qQ +eqj +0(e2) we have: qQ +eqx +0(e2) =f(qQ) +f (qQ) eqj +eg(t,qQ) +0(e2) and qx =f (qQ) q" +g(t,qQ)
Thus:^A
U(t,tQ) =f'CqoJ-ftqQjAq^+fCqQjAf (q0)qJ +f[q0]Ag(t,q0) =div f[q0(t-t0)]-AU(t,t0)+f[q0(t-t0)]Ag[t,q0(t-t0)]. -B3-
To prove the last equality take ffan) =: fll f12 21 '22 ,f(q0) - 
AS(t,tQ) =div f[q0(t-tQ)] i{t9tQ) +f[q0(t-t0)]Ag(t,q0(t-t0)) i.e., both Au and As satisfy an equation of the form t = a(t)C + b(t)
Hence, 
A(t0,tQ)^Au(t0,tQ) -AS(tQ,t0)
+« 0 = / f[q0(T-t0)] exP{/ div f[q0(cf)]da}dx O t +«> -/div f[qQ(a)]da = /f[q0(t)]
If i(<j>,v) and p(cat) are r-times (continuously) differentiable then h(a)t,<j>,e)
is (r-2)-times (continuously) differentiable.
Let us observe that if e=0 then h(a)t,ip,0) = 0 and S£ coincides with SQ
defined by (5).
9.
Recall that for small C, e need not necessarily be small in order to obtain a toroidal invariant surface.
Let us note that in the case of both surfaces S and S-, the functions f(t,<j>;I) increases with I.
With respect to the multiplicative constant [1].
12. Recall that the rotation number is the same for all solutions of (12 19. Fig. 16 the numerical-analog experiments [16] . 
The system considered is equivalent to the
